
“May I take this opportunity of thanking you for your help in this matter.  

Undoubtedly the experts meeting that you attended with Dr xxxx was most 

constructive and enabled the local authority to move forward with its plans.” 

 

Solicitor in child proceedings case 

 
“Many thanks for your report of 15

th
 March which I am today circulating.  It is 

as always clear. 

 

“Many thanks.” 

 

Solicitor acting for NHS trust in Mental Health Review Tribunal case 

 
 

“Thank you very much for providing me with such a prompt and detailed report 

in this case.” 

 

Coroner 

 
 

“Dr Rix was agreed upon by xxxx and myself as a medical practitioner known to 

both of us and held by us both in the highest regard.  His reputation and 

integrity are beyond question and his well established history as an expert 

witness, fully aware of his duty to act with complete impartiality and fairness 

and to express his own view and nothing but his own view, cannot be doubted” 

 

Barrister explaining recommendation in case of fitness to practise 

 

 

“Dr Rix in his report of the 15
th

 March 2004 clearly addresses the impact upon 

the patient of a hearing held in public. He weighs up the harmful likely 

consequences of such a hearing with the deleterious effects upon the patient of a 

refusal of his request.  He considers the long term effects and addresses 

considerations of harm reduction and minimisation.  The patient has refused to 

see Dr Rix but he has a clear understanding of all the material in this case and 

we were impressed by the way in which he specifically addresses the questions 

which we are considering.” 

 

Ruling of Mental Health Review Tribunal Chairman 

 

 

“I am of the view that the medical evidence in this case which was put forward 

on behalf of the defendants was of vital importance in achieving the very 

favourable settlement which was attained. 

 

“Once again may I thank you for your very valued assistance in dealing with this 

matter”. 

 

Solicitor for defendants in Chancery case 
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“Thanks for your prompt attention. Housing & Council Tax has been backdated 

as a result of your report and there is now a very strong chance of avoiding 

eviction!” 

 

Solicitor acting for woman threatened with eviction by housing association 

 

“Thank you for providing a further urgent report. We were able to put place this 

before Judge xxxxx. It was very helpful to have this. Judge xxxx dismissed the 

mother’s application for a residential assessment.” 

 

Lead solicitor in a family case 

 

“The purposes of this letter are to advise you of the determination of the 

Police Medical Appeal Board (PMAB) …. and to express my appreciation of 

your professional conduct in relation to my pension application and 

subsequent medical appeal. 

“I am pleased to be able to inform you that the PMAB upheld my appeal and 

determined that my permanent disability of a xxxxx was substantially caused 

by injuries I received in the execution of duty.  

“At your assessment of me …  having informed me of your duty …. and that 

your findings might not be what I hoped or expected, I felt confident that, no 

matter what your findings might be, I would be able to accept them with 

confidence. I have to say that, as a result, your professional involvement, 

through my solicitor, in the progress of my pension application and medical 

appeal has been a source of great personal comfort to me.  

“Given my background, I found your conduct of the psychiatric assessment of 

me …. to be thorough and professional both of which are to be seen in your 

subsequent report.  

“Having been involved in the development of specifications and user 

requirements in a complex technological environment for more than a decade, 

I found your report not only comprehensive, well structured and easily read 

but I also found it to be adequately referenced and supported by relevant 

documentation to aid the understanding of a reader. 

“Furthermore, the confident and knowledgeable manner in which you 

answered the questions put to you …. by members of the PMAB greatly 

impressed me. Again, whilst not all of what you said necessarily supported my 

medical appeal, it was, nevertheless, clear and truthful, accurate and relevant 

and it was consistent with the principles you first expounded at the beginning 

of your psychiatric assessment of me on ….” 

Retired senior police officer appealing against a decision that he was not 

disabled from performing ordinary and police duties and then appealing the 

decision that his disability had not been occasioned by an injury sustained in the 

execution of his duty  
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“We have accordingly carefully considered the evidence both of Dr. X and of 

Mr. Y but prefer the evidence of Dr. Z and Dr. Rix that a public hearing would 

be against the interests of (the patient).” 

 

Mental Health Review Tribunal considering an application for a patient’s tribunal 

application to be heard in public 

 

 “Professor Rix was of enormous assistance to the Court in a recent inquest 

raising complex issues as to the standard and adequacy of care given by a 

hospital to a non detained patient in a mental health ward. A well researched 

and clearly presented report was mirrored by an excellent account of the key 

issues from the witness box. His preparation was evidently meticulous.  He was 

measured but robust in  defence of the opinions that he conveyed. His 

independence was wholly reassuring.” 

 

Counsel acting for the family  

 

“I am extremely grateful to you for the time and trouble that you have spent 

over this case.” 

 

Coroner in above case. 
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